Your Mission

By Anna Von Reitz

What I am going to observe to you today is going to change your world. It's going to change the way you look at things. And hopefully, it's going to light a fire under your tail.

Remember studying about the Civil War? Remember studying about the "Reconstruction" afterward? The Reconstruction never ended. 150 years later, and it never got finished.

Why? Because evil men in Parliament and traitors and fools in Washington, DC chose not to finish the task that they were morally and lawfully and legally mandated to do.

Britain and France both gained influence and were able to pull off con games against this country that made these European Freebooters rich at our expense and which embroiled us, their own countries, and most of the rest of the world in endless wars for profit.

Who is at the bottom of this? Bankers, The bankers influence the politicians and the politicians influence the military, and pretty soon --- there you have it: endless greed giving rise to endless war.

Your mission is to finish the Reconstruction that began in 1865.

The situation is too complex to describe in a Facebook post or email among friends. I just want to observe a couple things for you as mental preparation--- a framework.

The first thing is that the entire job of the "Federal Government" was to exercise the "Delegated Powers".

Those nineteen "Delegated Powers" all exist in the international jurisdiction of the sea. Even the "interstate commerce clause" exists in that jurisdiction, because our states are also nations.

Everything that the Federal Government was ever mandated to do, is thus supposed to be of an international nature and was meant to be limited to the nineteen functions assigned to them.

To enable the Federal Government to do its work a National Level Government peculiar to them and dedicated to performing only the assigned tasks was established.

Because we already had "territories" back in the 1790's and because of the need to function on the High Seas and Inland Waterways, a Territorial Level Government was also established.

Finally, to operate the new capitol as a place where all the States and people could congregate on an Equal Footing, a Municipal Level Government was established and the members of Congress were entrusted to run the municipal government for the capitol city. (Article I, Section 8, Clause 17).

As a result, there were three levels of government established to function together as the Federal Government: national, territorial, and municipal---- and all designed to do one thing: exercise the Delegated Powers in behalf of the States.

The National Government was supposed to control and direct the functions of the Territorial Government and the Territorial Government was supposed to host and protect the Municipal Government, like a set of nesting dolls.
Taken altogether, this Federal Government exercising only the Delegated Powers, is called The United States. It may be the National United States, the Territorial United States, or the Municipal United States that we are talking about when we say, "United States".

And here's the really odd part: the National Government was run and controlled by the States, but the Territorial Government was run by England as part of the horse-trading to end the Revolutionary War. So from the very start, the Territorial Government was under foreign control.

Now--- keep in mind that above and beyond the Federal Government that was designed to exercise the Delegated Powers, there is a government that delegated those Powers in the first place. That government is the original "Holding Company" known as The United States of America, which was formed by the States on September 9, 1776.

The United States of America holds all the international and global powers that the States decided to share in common, and it is the entity that then delegates the Delegated Powers to the three different levels or "branches" of the Federal Government.

Think of the individual States, like Florida and Maryland, pouring their international and global powers into a tank labeled "The United States of America". Picture those powers being separated into two bins labeled "International" and "Global". Then imagine the International bin being separated into two more bins labeled "Delegated" and "Non-Delegated". And finally, imagine the "Delegated Powers" being shunted into a bin labeled "Federal Government" that is divided into smaller "National", "Territorial" and "Municipal" bins.

The "National" bin is composed of "States of States" doing business as The State of Florida, The State of Michigan, The State of Ohio....

The "Territorial" bin is composed of other "Territorial States of States" doing business as the State of Florida, State of Michigan, State of Ohio..... (Notice the subtle difference.)

Originally, the "Municipal" bin was just the City of Washington, DC. Over time, it usurped power and created "Municipal STATES OF STATES" doing business as STATE OF FLORIDA, STATE OF MICHIGAN....

Neither the Territorial States of States nor the Municipal STATES OF STATES were ever allowed to exist under our actual Constitutions. They were created "by necessity" -- or rather, by British greed and immorality -- after the Civil War, which resulted in our National Level States of States being mothballed and their assets rolled over into State Land Trusts doing business as, for example, the Florida State, Michigan States....and the British-controlled Territorial Government taking over "for" us.


Go to: www.national-assembly.net to connect and get started. The States in pink need to be Assembled first.
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